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ABSTRACT: Dilatometer tests performed at the Sarapui soft plastic clay site have provided quite repeatable results as far as p0, pi and p2 

values are concerned. Su from average vane test results were higher than Marchetti’s (1980) suggestion, and the use of Lacasse and 

Lunne’s (1988) expression would have provided higher difference between vane and DMT test results. Marchetti’s (1980) suggestion to 

evaluate IQ from DMT has provided values in very good agreement with the Mayne and Kulhawy (1982) empirical expression, and both 

results were higher than hydraulic fracture test results. OCR values provided by the dilatometer with the use of Marchetti’s (1980) 

expression were much higher than good quality laboratory tests. The use of Lacasse and Lunne’s (1988) suggestion was able to provide 

closer values to laboratory tests for the soil region below the clay crust.

1 INTRODUCTION

The dilatometer test (DMT) has been increasingly used all over 

the world. The main advantages of the DMT are the simplicity of 

the equipment and operation, as well as the repeatability of test 

results. Moreover, quite a few geotechnical parameters can be 

obtained from the DMT test for different soil types. However, the 

main test shortcoming is the empirical nature of its interpretation. 

Therefore, the need of an international database as well as local 

database is important for the reliability of the parameters 

obtained by the DMT.

The Sarapui soft clay deposit is located around 8 km from Rio 

de Janeiro and has been extensively used for research purposes 

since the mid 70’s (Wemeck et al, 1977, Lacerda et al, 1977, 

OrtigSo et al, 1983, Almeida et al, 1992, Mello Vieira, 1994).

Dilatometer tests in Sarapui clay were performed in two series 

of tests, in 1985 as a result of a COPPE/UFRJ-NGI cooperation 

programme (Soares et al, 1986), and in 1992 as a result of a 

COPPE/UFRJ-Geomecanica cooperation programme. This paper 

deals with the results of the second series of tests.

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST SITE

The Saparui soft clay test site is located in a very flat swampy 

area around Guanabara Bay, some 8 km from Rio de Janeiro. The 

soft clay deposit is about 11 m thick and overlies sand layers. Fig. 

la presents a profile of Atterberg limits wP and wL, and in situ 

water content, w. It can be seen that the water content is always 

greater than the liquid limit and both decrease with depth. The 

clay size content (percentage < 2|im) is 65% and the clay 

particles are predominantly of the kaolinitic group. The organic 

content varies from 4% to 6%. Effective stress information is 

shown in Fig. lb. Yield stress (or pre-consolidation stress) 

profiles a ’™ have been obtained from high quality oedometer 

tests (Coutinho, 1976, OrtigSo et al, 1983). The variation of in 

situ vertical effective stress a ’vo with depth is also shown.

3 DILATOMETER TESTS PERFORMED

Two series of dilatometer tests were performed at the Sarapui test 

site, the first one in 1985 (NGI dilatometer) and the second one in 

1992 (Geomecanica dilatometer). Four DMTs were performed in 

the first series and five in the second one. The COPPE piezocone 

rig was used in both series of tests to push the dilatometer into 

the ground at a constant rate of 20 mm/s.
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Fig. 1 - Some characteristics of Sarapui clay (Ortigao et al, 1983).

Tests from the second series are named DMT5 to DMT9. Test 

DMT9 was carried out on the same vertical as DMT8, i.e. in a 

remoulded material. Values of p2 on the sandy layer below the 

clay layer (about 11 m depth) were smaller than hydrostatic 

values. This occurred in all tests except DMT9, where P2 values 

were higher than hydrostatic.

Quite repeatable results were obtained for p0, p! and p,, mainly 

until 6 m depth. Even p„ and p2 values for DMT9 could hardly be 

distinguished from the general trend until that depth. DMT6 

results have also presented smaller values of p0, p, and p2 below 

about 7 m depth without any apparent reason. Values of p0, pj 

and p2 are much closer on the remoulded material than in the 

natural soil. It was also found that values of p, are a little more 

sensitive to remoulding than p0 and p2 values.

Values of undrained shear strength Su, coefficient of earth 

pressure at rest K, and yield stress ratio (or overconsolidation 

ratio) OCR as obtained through the correlations proposed by 

Marchetti (1980) are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

Values of Su from the dilatometer are compared with the 

average of vane test results (Ortigao and Collet, 1986). The use of 

Marchetti’s (1980) correlation has provided smaller values than 

the vane test results. Had the Lacasse and Lunne (1988)’s 

suggestion been used, the difference between vane test and DMT 

test results would be higher.

The reference values for K*, are generally taken from the self 

boring pressuremeter tests, but these are not available for the 

Sarapui test site. Therefore, IQ, from the dilatometer have been 

compared with the Mayne and Kulwawy (1982) empirical 

expression using data from good quality triaxial tests. The results 

agree very well, but they are higher than hydraulic fracture tests 

performed by Wemeck et al (1977).
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Fig. 2 - Su from DMT.
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Fig. 3 - Ko from DMT.

As far as OCR is concerned, higher values were obtained by 

the Marchetti’s (1980) expression than good quality laboratory 

tests obtained by OrtigSo (1980). The scatter of DMT data was 

also higher than the laboratory test results. Whether the Lacasse 

and Lunne’s (1988) suggestion was used for the region below 

about 3.5 m depth (where KD was approximately equal to 4), 

taking KD=4 and m=1.35 in the expression OCR = Q22SK", a 

value of OCR=1.46 would be obtained, which is closer to the 

laboratory test results.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Dilatometer tests performed at the Sarapui soft plastic clay site 

have provided quite repeatable results as far as p0, pi and P2 

values are concerned. A test performed in remoulded material has

Fig. 4 - OCR from DMT.

suggested that pi is more sensitive than p0 and P2 for remoulding. 

Su from average vane test results were higher than Marchetti’s 

(1980) suggestion, and the use of Lacasse and Lunne’s (1988) 

expression would have provided higher difference between vane 

and DMT test results. Marchetti’s (1980) suggestion to evaluate 

Kj from DMT has provided values in very good agreement with 

the Mayne and Kulhawy (1982) empirical expression, and both 

results were higher than hydraulic fracture test results. OCR 

values provided by the dilatometer with the use of Marchetti’s 

(1980) expression were much higher than good quality laboratory 

tests. The use of Lacasse and Lunne’s (1988) suggestion was able 

to provide closer values to the laboratory tests for the soil region 

below the clay crust.
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